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Abstract

Aerial images constitute an important data source for Geo�Information Systems�

In order to get actual data at reasonable costs� the development of semi��automatic

tools has been an active research topic in photogrammetry and image processing

in the recent years� Based on established techniques for low level syntactic opera�

tors such as �lters� feature extraction� line detectors and simple pattern matchers�

nowadays there is strong interest in explicit models in order to improve the identi��

cation of semantically meaningful objects� From the pixel to the object level several

representation formalisms such as graphs of extracted image features� aspect graphs

and constructive solid geometry CSG� are applied� Constraint Logic Programming

has been identi�ed as an adequate representation formalism and implementation lan�

guage for building the necessary experimental environment� specifying the models on

the di�erent levels� expressing strong heuristics and approaching the complex search

problem involved in object detection� This paper focusses on the detection of build�

ings� It discusses model representation by CLP program fragments and the required

adaption and extensions of the CLPFD� solver of Eclipse� the Prolog�CLP plat�

form underlying our implementation� Illustrating examples show how the problems

arising in the detection of buildings are approached by CLP techniques�

� Introduction

This paper describes an application that comes from the research �eld of object recogni�

tion� namely the identi�cation of buildings in aerial images� Three�dimensional building

extraction is needed for an increasing number of tasks related to measurement� planning�

construction� environment� transportation� energy and property management� Semiauto�

matic photogrammetric tools are well established ���	� but show ine
ciencies due to the

�This article appeared in� Proceedings of the �nd International Conference on the Practical Application

of Constraint Technology� London� ����
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extensive amount of data that has to be acquired� So the integration of automatic or

at least semi�automatic image understanding tools into photogrammetry seems to be an

appropriate way to achieve e
ciency in three�dimensional data acquisition�

Due to its high practical relevance� there is much research on this topic in photogram�

metry and remote sensing� In fact� there is a research program of the German National

Research Council called �Semantic Modeling�� bringing together photogrammeters� car�

tographs and computer scientists� Its main idea is to incorporate �semantics� and �ex�

plicit models� into the object recognition process� Another research initiative� funded

by the German ministry of research BMWF�� and closely related to our work� aims at

constructing a �photogrammetrical eye� in order to improve updates of spatial data for

reasonable costs� In this paper we will show how the incorporation of explicit models is

done in the subproject �Building Extraction� of the research program �Semantic Mod�

eling�� by using constraint techniques and logic programming� For related work on the

relevant CLP techniques see ���� ��� �� ��	� on the systems Chip ��	 and Eclipse ���� ��	

and on some applications ��	�

� The Role and Use of Models

The structure of the processes of the building reconstruction has been investigated in the

early stages of our research and is described in detail in ��	� Figure � shows the overall
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Figure �� The overall structure for building reconstruction
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structure of our concept and illustrates the three main problem dimensions�

� The horizontal axis describes the transition between three�dimensional volumetric

objects and two�dimensional image objects� The direction from right to left represents

the process of projection de�ning how objects and their properties� will appear in

the image� The reverse direction stands for the reconstruction of three�dimensional

information from two�dimensional observations�

� The vertical axis describes the process of aggregation� For example� on the �D side

it means the aggregation of pixels to features� features to aspects and �nally aspects

to the complete scene description� In this hierarchy� ascending one or more levels

corresponds to a data�driven bottom�up reasoning� while descending means a model�

driven top�down reasoning�

� The third axis represents the distinction between model and instance� The direction

from back to front means the subsumption of an instance to a class� The other

direction stands for the data induced adaption of models in the sense of learning�

The starting point of the interpretation is given by one or more �D raster images� Addi�

tional �D information about the height of observable objects in the context of the given

scene may be provided by a �digital elevation model� ���	� if available� The �nal result will

be a three�dimensional scene description upper right corner�� An interpretation strategy

now corresponds to a heuristic for �nding an appropriate path from the bottom level left

or right side resp� �D or �D� to the upper right front node in the graph de�ned by the

�tower model� in �gure ��

The formal methods applied to describe our models are CSG��models augmented by

constraints� aspect graphs and structures for image features and their interrelationships�

On the object level volumes� geometry and physical properties of buildings are repre�

sented by CSG constructive solid geometry� models� a formalism well established for man

made artefacts in Computer Aided Design CAD�� While CSG models construct complex

objects from primitives by a set of boolean operators� most of the semantics of buildings

have to be represented by additional constraints� While CSG models allow to say that

a simple hip�roof house consists of a block and a prism� additional constraints state� for

example� that the prism is �tted to the upper part of the block in a way which takes into

account the existence of roof gutters�

On the image level� there are observable features such as points� lines and areas� as�

sociated by relations such as parallelism� collinearity and adjacency� These observations�

extracted by low level� syntactic operators build the feature relation graph FRG�� The

representation of this graph is mainly intensional� as only certain relations� such as the

feature adjacency� are de�ned extensionally�

In order to relate objects� represented by constrained CSG models� to observations�

aggregated in FRGs� a third model� aspect graph� has been speci�ed� To each polyhedral�

�Constructive Solid Geometry�
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Figure �� On the left� �d model of a hip�roof house� in the middle� the corresponding

aspect graph� on the right� �d model of one aspect

CSG model of a house one aspect graph is derived� specifying which part of that model

is observable from a certain viewpoint� The nodes of an aspect graph represent the topo�

logically di�erent views aspects� of �d objects and the edges specify changes of view see

��� �� ��	 on the relevance of aspect graphs for computer vision and their computation��

Figure � shows the CSG model of a building� its aspect graph and an expected image model

under ideal conditions� for one node of that graph consisting of points� lines� and areas�

��� Image Model and Data

Aerial images have a typical size of about �� ������ ��� Pixels� Grey level images have one

channel for each pixel� colour or radar images more� In order to allow the interpretation

of its contents� the image is segmented and aggregated into three feature classes� points�

lines and homogeneous areas� A framework on low level feature extraction is given in ��	�

Figure � shows a part of an aerial image on the left and the result of its segmentation on

Figure �� Portion of an aerial image and its segmentation
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the right� The extracted features form a level of symbolic description similar to the one

used in ���� �	� which is transformed to Prolog�terms� Features are stored as Prolog�facts

such as

line�id�y��x��y��x��angle�length�scale�type�

point�id�y�x�scale�strength�type�

segment�id�bbox�y��bbox�x��bbox�y��bbox�x��stripes�size�circum�

form�holes�ipoint�y�ipoint�x�diameter�gpoint�y�gpoint�x�

angle�intensity�ivariance�

Another result of the segmentation is the feature adjacency relation� enumerating the neigh�

bours of each feature� Being an extensional sub�graph of the FRG� the feature adjacency

graph FAG� is represented by Prolog�facts of the form

fag�edge�edge�id�feature�id��type��feature�id��type��

This small portion of an aerial image already has about � ��� points� � ��� lines and

� ��� areas� The corresponding feature adjacency graph contains �� ��� edges�

��� Object Models and their Transformations

From constrained CSG models we derive the corresponding aspect graphs represented by

Prolog�facts similar to the facts representing the image features� Implicit to this transfor�

mation is a mapping of three�dimensional object models to two�dimensional representa�

tions� Each of these aspects is transformed to a CLP clause as the one in �gure ��

house_aspect(F1,F2,F3,L1,...,L10) :-

blob_domain(DomBlob), [F1,F2,F3]::DomBlob,

line_domain(DomLine), [L1,...,L10]::DomLine,

alldistinct([F1,F2,F3]),

alldistinct([L1,...,L10]),

fag_arc(F1,L1), fag_arc(F1,L2), fag_arc(F1,L3),

fag_arc(F1,L4), fag_arc(F1,L5), fag_arc(F2,L4),

fag_arc(F2,L6), fag_arc(F2,L8), fag_arc(F2,L10),

fag_arc(F3,L5), fag_arc(F3,L7), fag_arc(F3,L9),

fag_arc(F3,L10),

line_parallel(L2,L3), line_parallel(L6,L7),

line_parallel(L6,L10), line_parallel(L7,L10),

line_parallel(L4,L8), line_parallel(L5,L9).
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Figure �� Representation of an aspect by constraints

As the �gure suggests� the number of variables corresponds to the number of features

associated with one aspect and the number of constraints to the number of relations spe�

ci�c for that aspect� The domain variables F�� � � � � F� represent expected observable areas�
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L�� � � � � L�� expected observable lines� Their domains consist of the features of the corre�

sponding class extracted from the whole image� Therefore the domain sizes are determined

by the number of extracted lines resp� areas� In the listed CLP clause house aspect the

domains are constructed and assigned to the variables by the two �rst lines� The next two

lines impose alldistinct constraints on each class of variables� enforcing that all vari�

ables are assigned di�erent image features� The following fag arc constraints restrict the

given variable pairs to have only adjacent features for values� Finally the line parallel

constraints state that lines must be parallel in order to constitute valid values for the given

variable pairs� The other� mostly geometrical constraints have been omitted here to keep

the example simple� Most of the constraints refer to intensional relations of the FRG i� e�

parallelism�� That means instead of a simple lookup explicit arithmetic computations have

to be done� which degrades performance considerably� Appropriate representation of ge�

ometry� however� reduces necessary computations� If� for example� lines are speci�ed by

polar coordinates� test for parallelism is immediate� Other representations may require

time consuming calculations�

Applications of CLP in domains with spatial attributes� although promising� have been

rare� One example� however is the paper of Monfroy ���	�

We have found that� among others� the following binary� symmetrical� constraints are

essential for our application context�

� Approximate� parallelism of lines� line parallel�L�� L�� is true� if j�L�
��L�

j � ��

� � ��

� Adjacency of features� fag arc�F�� F�� is true� if F�� F�� is an edge of the exten�

sional� feature adjacency graph FAG��

� Minimum angle between lines� line min angle�L�� L�� �� is true� if �L�kL�� and for

the angle enclosed by the prolongations L�
�
and L�

�
of L� resp� L� holds � L�

�
� L�

�
� � ��

� Minimum distance between lines� line min distance�L�� L���� is true� if the func�

tion line line distL�� L�� � ��

For the simple building types that we are currently investigating� each aspect is typically

speci�ed by about �� variables and �� constraints�

� Applying Constraint Logic Programming

Constraint Logic Programming was identi�ed as a language context being able to rep�

resent and link the di�erent kinds of models used in the interpretation process� Above�

the application context suggests to use the CLPFD� paradigm for the solution of the

di
cult combinatorial problems arising in image interpretation� In fact� Waltz� seminal

paper on the interpretation of line drawings ���	� which initiated the AI�related research

on constraint propagation and from which the technique of forward checking underlying

CLPFD� emerged� was entitled �Understanding Line Drawings of Scenes with Shadows��
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��� Finite Domains of Structured Terms

As described above� the aspect model implies a domain variable for each expected feature

in the image� To instantiate this template� thus identifying the corresponding object we

are looking for� one has to �nd a matching set of extracted image features� This is achieved

by solving the given CSP� which either fails� if there is no possible solution� or succeeds

with a complete and consistent variable binding� The extracted image features are given

as facts of a database as the result of the previous image segmentation process� Due to the

�niteness of the domain of the objects� we were interested in the application of a CLPFD�

constraint solver� We decided to use the Prolog �CLP system Eclipse� because of its good

scalability� extensibility� and e
cient implementation of domain reduction� propagation�

and suspension handling ���� ��	�

The three di�erent image feature classes point� line and area are objects of complex

structure� They are represented by Prolog�terms see above�� This representation causes a

problem� because in most implementations of CLPFD� variable domains may only contain

integer numbers or atoms� thus making it impossible to represent a complex object as one

value of a domain variable� To overcome this problem� we de�ne the variable domainsDblob�

Dline and Dpoint as the sets of the atomic� object identi�ers of all extracted objects of the

corresponding classes� The general feature domain Dfeature is then de�ned by Dfeature ��

Dblob �Dline �Dpoint�

��� Adapting and Extending the FD�Constraint Solver

Given the problem described above� constraints relate names of the respective terms spec�

ifying aggregated objects� Thus the syntactical format is satis�ed� The semantics of our

constraints illustrated above refer to speci�c attributes of objects� Parallelism� for instance�

refers to the coordinates of points of line features�

Therefore the given standard and often built�in� constraints of most CLPFD� systems

i� e� �� �� �� ��� �� �� atmost and element� cannot be applied directly� An extension to

the built�in solver has been implemented� which is able to re�ect this indirection and to

handle the constraints speci�ed in section ���� This extension allows to declare arbitrary

test predicates deterministic� all arguments ground when called� to be handled by the

constraint solver� Similarly to the lookahead� and forward�declarations of the CLP system

CHIP ��� ��	� constraints are declared by speci�ying the inference rule to be used for

solving� So the approximate� parallelism constraint is implemented in the following way�

line�parallel�test�L��L�� �	

line�L����������Alpha��������

line�L����������Beta��������

Diff is abs�Alpha	Beta��

Diff 
 ��

line�parallel�L��L�� �	

forward�check�L��L��line�parallel�test�L��L����
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As the listing shows� the indirection is handled by the test predicate� which �rst fetches

the needed object attribute values here the line angles� from the database and then checks

for the condition� The second predicate speci�es that line parallel�L�� L�� has to be

handled by the forward checking handler� and that L� and L� are the domain variables of

this constraint� The line parallel constraint is forward�checkable if either both argu�

ments are ground or one argument is ground and the other is a domain variable�

Whereas the number of constraints is rather big� in most cases a single constraint

is not very speci�c� On the other hand� the variable domains are of considerable size�

Thus forward checking alone is too weak and requires nearly almost explicit generation of

values for variables� The special characteristics of the FAG� mainly the small degree of its

nodes� make �look ahead� feasible� It plays a crucial role in our context� if implemented

e
ciently� as the benchmarks given in the last section illustrate� The e
ciency problem

of look ahead lies in the fact that while the respective constraints are being evaluated

repetitively� computation costs for each single evaluation may be rather high� A special

�caching mechanism� allows to replace time consuming computations by simple lookups�

The cache is a set of Prolog facts of the form

cache�constraint�name� old�domain�� old�domain��

new�domain�� new�domain�� changed�� changed��

where in this example constraint name is a binary predicate and the two �ags changed��

changed� indicate reductions of the respective domains� In a certain sense

old domain��old domain�� specify a context in which a domain reduction for the given

constraint may be iterated�

� Controlling the Search� Heuristics

The problem of object identi�cation has an immanent combinatorial complexity� Above�

the number of involved variables� their domain sizes and the number of constraints is

very high� resulting from the magnitude of extracted image data and the large number

of features� required to specify buildings� starting from aspects over aspect graphs to all

di�erent CSG models� Obviously� the identi�cation of strong heuristics supporting the

inherent capabilities of CLPFD� is of utmost importance�

We apply heuristics in the two successive� reasoning phases of constraint placement

and variable instantiation� In both phases the heuristics are used to determine the order

in which the constraints resp� the variables are processed�

Since CLPFD� has an incremental solver� where the actual constraint store is only

updated and not completely rebuilt when new constraints are added� the careful selection

of the next constraint to add to the constraint store can help to keep domains small after

each step of the placement� thus reducing the overall computation time� For example� if

there are three domain variables A� B and C with domains DAf� � � � ����g� DBf� � � � ����g

and DCf� � � � ��g and the two look ahead constraints consA�B� and consB�C�� it would
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be better to process the second constraint �rst� because a signi�cant reduction of DB will

be very likely� So if DB is signi�cantly reduced before processing the �rst constraint� the

computational costs of the �rst constraint will be a lot less� Although this special heuristic

sounds rather obvious� unfortunately it is not supplied in Eclipse�

When all constraints are in the constraint store and no further domain reduction due

to constraint propagation� can be done� variables must be explicitly instantiated in order

to get a solution� As each instantiation initiates propagation and therefore determines the

domain reduction of all directly or transitively related variables� the instantiation order is

crucial for the e�ective complexity either�

Above these heuristics for placement and instantiation� another distinction is meaningful�

� Application dependent heuristics consider qualitative information imposed by the

application models� For example both the model and our observations show that

after feature extraction the lines found are more likely to be fragmented than the

areas� So it will be advantageous to start variable instantiation with �area variables�

and instantiate �line variables� afterwards�

� General� application independent heuristics are based on general measures for the

propagation potential of variables and the strength of constraints� Eclipse pro�

vides already the two instantiation heuristics �most constrained variable� and ��rst

failure�� We added the heuristic for constraint placement �smallest domains �rst��

which is of special relevance for look ahead constraints�

� An illustrating example

Our �Interpretation Laboratory� is an interactive tool for the design and evaluation of

models� interpretation strategies and heuristics� This software platform� which is imple�

mented in Eclipse�Prolog and Tcl�Tk� o�ers immediate access to all system components

such as the extended constraint solver� image and model data� graphical user interface�

supporting a step�by�step extension� All kind of data is represented by Prolog�terms and

stored as facts in the database and therefore immediately accessible at any time and for

all components of the reasoning� The tight coupling to the graphical user interface allows

additional to the displaying of results the visualization of the whole reasoning process�

The following table lists some benchmarks done on a Sparc��� using the environment

described above and are rather meant as a hint at the magnitude of processing time� The

data come from the left picture in �gure �� emphasizing one match between the model

given in �gure � and the extracted image features� The domain sizes in this example

are jDlinej � ���� and jDblobj � ���� Column tplcmnt shows the time needed for the

placement of all �� constraints before explicit value generation�� column tsolving the time

for calculating all solutions� All time data are given in seconds�
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Figure �� Left� A successful match� Right� Focussing the search by identi�cation of roof

areas

Cache tplcmnt tsolving  t ! solutions Cache hit ratio

without a priori knowledge

disabled ���� ����� ����� ���� "

enabled ���� ����� ����� ���� �����#

with knowledge of roof faces

disabled ���� ���� ���� ���� "

enabled ���� ���� ���� ���� �����#

with knowledge of front face and top edge

disabled ���� ��� ���� ���� "

enabled ���� ���� ���� ���� ��#

The big number of solutions looks rather astonishing at �rst sight� Apart from symme�

tries� the fragmentation of one line on the object level into several lines on the image level

results in many di�erent possible mappings between the same image part on one hand and

the same aspect on the other hand " thus generating distinct �solutions� by our current

implementation� Focussing on areas� however� reduces the number of solutions to a �gure

not much higher than one�

The right picture of �gure � illustrates how additional information is incorporated in

the reasoning process for the relevance of such information see also ��	� applying the tools

of the �Interpretation Laboraty�� The spots visualize hypothesis of building positions

derived from the analysis of a digital elevation model� These spots focus on the features to

be considered in the interpretation process� The bene�t of such �a priori knowledge� about

possible area features for roof faces re�ect in much lesser computation times as shown in

the benchmarks�
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� Final Remarks

CLP applications in the past mainly dealt with applications where strict� categorical con�

straints are appropriate� So far we also focussed on specifying models by such constraints�

In reality� however� images are noisy� a phenomenon which has to be dealt with explicitly�

Integration of constraint propagation� CLP with techniques representing uncertainty� such

as bayesian networks and markov random �elds will be a main topic of further research�

Above� representation of unobserved features by the incorporation of �wildcards� more

di
cult than the corresponding notion of null values in relational databases� and their

theoretical underpinning has to be studied�
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